Twenty10
H2O Initiative:
School Registration

impossible2Possible Twenty10 H20 Initiative
impossible2Possible is once again reaching out to Educate, Inspire, and
Empower an entire generation! The impossible2Possible Twenty10 H2O
Initiative will encompass two major expeditions. The first is the “i2P Siberian
Express for Water” where Ray Zahab, i2P Founder, and Kevin Vallely,
i2P Ambassador, will travel 650km across icy Lake Baikal. Lake Baikal is located
in Siberia and is the deepest lake in the world. This UNESCO World Heritage
Site is one of our global treasures and i2P is proud to explore this amazing
locale and deliver its mystique and beauty to students across North America.
The second expedition is “Running Tunisia”, the second leg in the i2P World
Expedition Series and the next opportunity for i2P Youth Ambassadors to push
beyond their perceived mental and physical limits. The journey will traverse
the majestic country of Tunisia, with Youth Ambassadors running an incredible
200 miles overall while communicating directly with students across North
America. By exploring a place in the world with an abundance of fresh water
and then contrasting it by journeying to a region of the world desperate for
clean drinking water, impossible2possible hopes to raise awareness and
funding for projects that will change lives and give hope to future generations.
This advanced education resource program will span the preparation and
execution of two world class expeditions, with students witnessing what it
takes to prepare physically and mentally to push beyond perceived limits.
Starting in January and lasting until May, i2P will transport students in Canada
and the United States directly to the other side of the world! The interactive
program is designed as a two-way street of communication from the classroom to the expedition, and likewise from the expedition to the classroom.
Students will engage in not only an educational experience, but also discover
what life is like for cultures on the other side of the world living without the
luxury of turning on the faucet. A major element of the education resource
program is a challenge to students in the U.S. and Canada to raise sufficient
funding to build two clean drinking water wells in Africa during the
impossible2Possible Twenty10 H2O Initiative. Proceeds in the U.S. will go to
GivingWater.org and funds in Canada will go to the Ryan’s Well Foundation.
The number of schools we are able to accommodate in this education resource
program is limited so please sign up today and help impossible2Possible
Educate, Inspire, and Empower an entire generation! Water-related topics for
the resource program include: A bag of water (the body), the water cycle, the
economics of water, finding water, water in the Universe, water pollution, blue
gold, the war on water, water in Culture, and many others.
For registration inquiries please contact Mark Dohn, the i2P Science and
Education Program Coordinator, at mdohn@impossible2Possible.com.

